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Ryan Conrath

The Body's Photographic Afterlives

Cameras are built to accommodate the gaze of the human eye. But heavy

industry accomplishes work, which cannot be surveyed by the human eye.

Industry extends the labor process over vast distances and at the same time

concentrates and joins the work of many different sites of production.

A gigantic organism, at once beyond vision and of a somnambulist precision.

How can one grasp this with images? Ought there not to be images that do not

fit into households, nor on walls, into pockets, or illustrated books? And on no

retina?

Harun Farocki

How marvelous to be able to look at what one cannot see!

Jean-Luc Godard

I.

How can the human body appear where its absence is prefigured? How can it be

seen where it is perpetually subjected to a visual forgetfulness, forgotten as

a subject of vision? Bernd and Hilla Becher's photographs are spaces from which

the human being has been subtracted. These are spaces not of the body, but of its

erasure.

And yet, bodies are indelibly present within the Bechers’ forms, latent within their

very infrastructure. This might seem like an odd claim, for one senses that the

subject of this body of work is unmistakably, and overwhelmingly, the form of

industrial modernity itself. The intended outcome of the Bechers’ process, as they

describe it, is that the many water towers, blast furnaces, framework houses, and

pitheads that populate their images might “speak for themselves and become

readable.”  In this way, the very legibility of this subject takes the erasure of human
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bodies as a structuring condition, for as the Bechers explain, they “decided not to

incorporate people in [their] photographs, because they would have little

importance to the monumentality of the buildings.” Much as Dziga Vertov once

proclaimed to “temporarily exclude man as a subject for film,” so too have the

Bechers set aside the body, deferring the human in view of a representational

mode appropriate to the scale and form of heavy industry.

The most compelling treatment of the visible absence of bodies in the Bechers’ work

is furnished by Benjamin H.D. Buchloh, who views it as one instance in the broader

challenge issued by conceptual photography to traditional forms of portraiture. By

privileging the individual sitter, this kind of thinking goes, traditionally figurative

portraiture necessarily obscures larger social and material relations, which in turn

perpetuates the myth of the bourgeois subject. Such a conception of subjectivity

simply does not square with, for example, the body that emerges in the wake of the

Second World War, which is nothing more than a fragmented and defaced form—

wandering, aimless, this is the body as a veritable receptacle of shocks. The body as

agent of action gives way to a passive, absorptive mass, interminably susceptible to

an infinity of dispositifs. Were the horrors of this war not made possible by a mode

of production that merged the space of the grid with the three-dimensional space

of industrialized labor to the point where the human body could be subsumed

under the logic of machines? Were it to testify to the political and material realities

of a world that rises from such dust, art would have to subject the human form to

an equivalent decentering violence. This is why, for Buchloh, the images of pop art

and conceptual photography are devoid of such bodies, and this is why the Bechers'

project attests to the fact that "the exclusion of figures and faces is now a strategy

as significant as their traditional inclusion had been."  While the Bechers disembody

the medium of photography with a particular exhaustiveness, their project

according to Buchloh is but a symptom of the widespread skepticism running

through postwar photography regarding the possibility of occupying any position

outside the purview of the many apparatuses governing subjectivity.

Buchloh's analysis confronts us once again with a familiar question, which is at base

an ethical one, concerning the role of figuration in the wake of historical

catastrophe. This question pertains to the figure of the human body in particular as

a mediating term in the relation between aesthetics and politics. One way of

getting to the heart of this matter would be to ask whether the aporias of self
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should dictate the fate of the human figure (or the body for that matter) in toto.

Does a body not always announce itself as both subject and self? What, in the final

analysis, might be obscured where the absence of bodies is taken as a hermeneutic

ready-made?

While it would be impossible, and no doubt naïve, to do away with questions of

historical catastrophe, representability, and the subject when considering the

Bechers’ work, such preoccupations can also obscure a more primary dialectical

unfolding therein. This dialectic, I will argue here, consists in the co-habitation of

two visual regimes: the grid and the sequence. I view the sequence as emerging

precisely out of (even in spite of) the morphological labor of the typology itself, and

by extension, its ostensible tendency to collapse space and difference onto the

“place” of the grid. Indeed, it is crucial to acknowledge that the Bechers’ forms,

apropos of their status as grids, not only serve to document industrial modernity

but on some level perform it, rehearsing its flattening operationalization of space

and matter. And yet such a view, which fixes the labor of this corpusunder the order

of the episteme, would ultimately have to come up against the bald presence in

these forms of a sequential language: of temporality and movement. For content

here cannot be reduced to what is visible in any one photograph, but must be

understood in terms of what exists betweenphotographs. By placing emphasis on

the space between photographs, the Bechers' forms subvert their purported

function as grids to classify, analyze, and place on display. In this way, the interstice

intervenes into the epistemic workings of the typology by acting as a kind of fold,

a hinge between the viewer and the work, stillness and motion, here and elsewhere.

The space between images becomes a space of movement and motion, a space of

bodies. The Bechers pit the sequence and the grid against one another, and amid

the resulting collisions and slippages between these two visual regimes a new

space opens up. It is from this space that the body (the one I ultimately want to get

to here) emerges. Just as the space between photographs becomes a space of

movement across which the spectator imagines bodies to be moving and looking,

so too does the space between sequence and grid imbue those bodies with an

abiding sense of non-fixity. As the product of such a montage of forms, what could

a body figure? For what portrait could this body sit if not being as process? As

Judith Butler attests, “To say that a life is precarious, requires not only that a life be

apprehended as a life, but also that precariousness be an aspect of what is
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apprehended in what is living.”  If writing is to work in spite of death and against

suffering, it must be prepared to see life and name it as such even where it is most

precarious—even especially there.

***

Any interpretive model necessarily cuts and excludes from the outset, even when

propelled by a reparative demand. Thus insofar as this project seeks to reclaim or

somehow rescue the body, summoning it back into the visual field by insisting on its

operability, it necessarily risks perpetuating new forms of erasure. For some

readers, the fixation here on the body (especially its frequent appearance in this

singular form) will appear regressive, much as if I substituted it for the word

“human.”  On one level, the body has functioned in recent decades as a “grounding”

force in critical discourse, insuring writing under the seal of lived experience. At the

same time, the very concept of the body would seem to endanger criticism’s ability

to account for the political, economic, and social machinery that condition life.

Indeed, like any conceptual idée fixe, the body risks greatly reducing matters, of

screening off the real to the point where the corporeal begins to resemble

a discursive fetish object. I therefore want to clarify what I mean when I invoke the

body, as I do so in an intentionally imprecise way. Indeed, one could argue that the

body remains a necessary topic of criticism precisely because of its instability.

“Body” can withstand, pass freely between the events of both life and death. This

translatability of the body across these registers is itself a symptom, or perhaps

a cause, of the word’s seeming availability to a discourse that either affirms and

sustains life in all its mutability, or to one that vastly delimits it. “Body” cannot be

sheltered from either of these domains.

David Harvey has commented eloquently on this ambivalent status of the body

within critical discourse:

The body that is to be the 'measure of all things' is itself a site of

contestation for the very forces that create it. The body (like the person

and the self) is an internal relation and therefore open and porous to the

world… The body is not monadic, nor does it float freely in some ether of

culture, discourses, and representations, however important these may be

in materializations of the body. The study of the body has to be grounded
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in an understanding of real spatiotemporal relations between material

practices, representations, imaginaries, institutions, social relations, and

the prevailing structures of political-economic power. The body can then

be viewed as a nexus through which the possibilities for emancipatory

politics can be approached.

Though Harvey does not explicitly address questions of aesthetics and

representation here, his claim in principle concerns both. For as “measure” the body

assumes the function of hermeneutic compass, a device for navigating the world

and its questions.  Viewed as the measure of all things, the body is simultaneously

a lived vessel—a seat of perception and action—and a construct that cannot signify

beyond the discursive structures that give rise to it. In fact, the body is both of these

things at once, bound as it is by so many linguistic and social conditions even as it

provides the very means by which those conditions in the first place come to be.

Thinking bodies along either active or passive lines would be to ignore the

dialectical movement taking place at the level of “body” in the first place. Here one

might recall Karl Marx’s conception of labor, which, even in its most alienated form,

necessarily endures as “the living, form-giving fire… the transitoriness of things,

their temporality, as their formation by living time.”  Labor in other words precedes

and exceeds a given apparatus that captures it. The meaning of labor for Marx is

quite in line with Harvey’s conception of the body as an “internal relation and

therefore open and porous to the world.”  This, to begin with, is how the body is

conceptualized in these pages.

In the early decades of the twentieth century, as scientific management gradually

found its way into nearly every facet of industrial production, labor was radically

divided along mechanical and technological registers. The body, too, was atomized

in this way, emerging as a kind of limit-case of the Marxist conception of labor as

“form-giving fire.” By extending the space of the Taylorist work floor into seemingly

every sector of life, late capitalism has only further imperiled the capacity of bodies

to intervene in the flow of commodity and its attendant exploitations. To see the

body at the center of the Bechers' typologies is to make an aesthetic as well as

a political claim that assumes a certain continuity between the domains of labor,

visuality, and writing. To do so is to insist, in an almost willfully stubborn manner,

upon the workability of the body even where it appears unworkable. It is to see the

body as the measure by which the Bechers' photography comes to labor upon us
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even as its absence at the site of labor appears so complete. How might one

reclaim the body as the very labor, the “form-giving fire” of the Bechers’ forms? As

I hope to demonstrate here, the body that emerges from these works is inseparable

from that of the viewer, and from their idea of what bodies are and what makes

them count. At the same time, my goal here is not simply to project presence upon

absence via a purely subjective or phenomenological account of the Bechers’ work.

For presence and absence are not merely perceptual phenomena, but political and

historical ones. In this way, the bodies that emerge from these images must

themselves be understood historically, for coordinates of corporeal absence and

presence necessarily shift over time.

The Bechers’ project first took shape in the mid-1950s, as extreme shifts were

taking place in how the body was thought and practiced. Much of the anonymous

industrial architecture that the Bechers photographed for half a century was

constructed in Europe’s period of mass industrialization, which began in the mid-

nineteenth century and lasted until the onset of the First World War. The Bechers

began photographing the industrial relics of that frenzied period well after it had

slowed across the continent. In the years following the Second World War, Germany

was in the midst of an “economic miracle” (Wirtschaftswunder), which would

fundamentally change the face of labor. By the late fifties, advances in automation

were felt in nearly every sector of industrial production, and increasingly the unions,

as well as the workers they represented, faced the prospect of their own

obsolescence. The traditional laborer of the industrial age was, not unlike the

factory itself, marked for erasure. But increasingly sophisticated machines and

automata were not the only newcomers to this world. By the early 1960s, Germany

saw an unprecedented rise in what its predominantly white, male manufacturers

would perceive as an alien workforce, as vast numbers of transient and unskilled

workers flooded into Europe from countries still reeling from the war. Under the

conditions of mass industrial production, bodies ran the risk of becoming mere

vehicles for the movement of capital. However, in these emerging postwar labor

contexts, the traditional concept and appearance of the worker was changing to

such a radical extent that it seemed poised for disappearance.

Alongside these profound shifts in bodily labor, the integrity of labor itself would be

called into question. It has been well demonstrated that the systemic violations of

human rights that transpired in the years leading up to and during the Second
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World War were, to a large extent, made possible by the Third Reich’s

unprecedented consolidation of labor and war under the auspices of national

identity. It was as if the worker, the factory, and the corpse were collapsed into

a single body under the twin signs of industry and war. As the late historian, Tony

Judt attests, Nazi Germany “fought the war—especially in its latter years—with

significant help from the ransacked economies of its victims.”  As Judt notes, “In

September 1944 there were 7,487,000 foreigners in Germany, most of them there

against their will, and they constituted 21 percent of the country's labour force.”

This violent character of work would extend into Germany’s postwar period, though

to vastly different ends and on an entirely different scale. Without that precarious

and decentralized labor force, the wirtschaftswunder could never come to be.

Miracles notwithstanding, the precarious forms of labor abounding in Europe from

the rise of National Socialism to the postwar economic boom cast a shadow over

any residing sense of the inherent beauty and integrity of work. Labor had always

been a crucial staging ground for bodies to wage their battles against discourses of

power, but by the late 1960s this triumphant view of the working body necessarily

came up against the innumerable catastrophes that befell bodies in the first half of

the twentieth century by way of “work.”

A massive swarm of itinerant and infirmed bodies appeared in Europe’s immediate

postwar period as though from a fault in the earth. In his wrenching account of the

Second World War and its aftermath in Germany, W.G. Sebald testifies to “a

countless crowd of people... daily on the move.”  Despite this upsurge of bodies in

extremis, or perhaps precisely because of it, efforts to document them either

faltered or were altogether absent. In the place of witnesses, a collective amnesia

presided over the German sensorium. The “carry on” mentality of the economic

miracle even relied upon this labor of forgetfulness. Silence ruled the day. As

Sebald writes, “that silence, that reserve, that instinctive looking away are the

reasons why we know so little of what the Germans thought and observed in the

five years between 1942 and 1947. The ruins where they lived were the terra

incognita of the war.”  Does the Bechers' project not rest upon the same kinds of

deferrals and silences that characterized this widespread amnesia? Does this

corpus of photographs without bodies not pile absence upon absence, rehearsing

those silences and deferrals that precluded collective mourning in Germany’s

immediate postwar period? On some level, one must acknowledge that each of
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Der Spiegel, 26 June 1967, p. 20.

”Naked maoists before a naked wall.”

Members of the Kommune 1 in 1967.

Photograph by Thomas Hestenberg.

Unfortunately we were not able to

secure the publishing rights for this

picture; see here.

these photographs imparts the very image of such forgetting.

There was another side to this silence: one that didn’t

fully manifest until two decades after the war. In the late

1960s, the body reemerged within German public

discourse, albeit in a highly circumscribed form: to wit,

white and predominantly male. In key instances, the

ideological claims of the German New Left for sexual

freedom found expression in white, naked bodies, which

served as so many screens for projecting the images of

Germany’s recent history onto the present. The German

New Leftists, whose parents had come of age in Hitler’s

Germany, set their own political struggles against those

of the previous generation by manufacturing solidarity

with the victims of the Third Reich, the body became an important instrument in

these endeavors. One particularly striking example of this tendency appeared in the

form of a photographic self-portrait by the West Berlin socialist collective Kommune

1, whose members (including one of the infants that lived with them) are seen naked

and spread out against a white wall. Originally included in a promotional brochure

distributed by the collective in 1967, the photograph was widely circulated in the

mainstream media and provoked fervent reactions from both sides of the political

spectrum. As Dagmar Herzog explains, the Kommune 1 photograph would

eventually become “a major iconic image for the New Left, one that was routinely

reprinted, usually in the spirit either of humor or nostalgia.”  An especially

unforgiving assessment of this image was supplied by Reimut Reiche, himself

a former leader of the German New Left. By way of a psychoanalytic reading,

Reiche regards the Kommunard’s photograph in light of its function as secondary

identification:

Consciously this photo scene was meant to recreate and expose a police

house search of the Kommune 1. And yet these women and men stand

there as if in an aesthetically staged, unconscious identification with the

victims of their parents and at the same time mock these victims by

making the predetermined message of the picture one of sexual liberation.

Thereby they simultaneously remain unconsciously identified with the

consciously rejected perpetrator parents. “Sexuality Makes You Free” fits

17
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with this picture as well as “Work Makes You Free” fits with Auschwitz.

Kommune 1’s infamous photograph came to emblematize the German New Left’s

deployment of corporeality as a means of resisting the impositions of the state

while recalling the legacy of National Socialism. Yet even as it labors under the

banner of an anti-authoritarian program, in propagandizing solidarity with the

victims of the holocaust, the Kommunard’s photograph partakes in the violent work

of substitution and erasure: trading in a heterogeneous and devastated historical

corpus for a homogeneous and stable one. If the body was made present in

political discourse in Germany during this period, it was apparently at the cost of

bodily difference itself. Indeed, as Uli Linke notes, while “nationhood was

reconfigured through the icon of the naked body, not all bodies were equally invited

to represent the German nation.”

Also bedeviling the work of human figuration during this period were the ceaseless

rehearsals of a language of racial contagion and purity reminiscent of Nazi rhetoric.

Just as many of the conservative anti-immigration slogans during this time

deployed such a rhetoric of purity and contagion to fan the flames of an

entrenched xenophobia, even avowedly pro-immigration groups such as the Anti-

Fascist League activated this language:

Turks in! Nazis out!

(Turken rein. Nazis raus!)

Trash out! Human beings in!

(Mull raus! Menschen rein!)

Nazi dirt must be purged!

(Nazi Dreck muss weg!)

Keep your environment clean! Get rid of brown filth! 

(Halte Deine Umwelt sauber! Schmeiss weg de braunen Dreck!)

Nazis out! Cut away [exterminate] the excrement!

(Nazis raus! Hau weg den Scheiss)

Its reliance upon a logic of purity and contagion notwithstanding, this slogan

underscores a certain tension at the heart of representational politics: a tear that

inevitably punctures any discourse of inclusion. The German rein, as Linke aptly

notes, “is a historic cognate of terms denoting cut, separate, rip, slice, tear, sever…

the claim to German membership always requires some form of purging: the
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excretion of presumed filth or the excision or amputation of contaminants.”  So

deeply ingrained within the collective imaginary of postwar Germany was this

language of expulsion that it could not help but submit bodies (real or imagined) to

the violence of cuttingThe Bechers would have been aware of such tactics on both

sides of the political spectrum to employ corporeal imagery as a means of

validating the existence of certain bodies at the expense of others. Thus even if the

body was present in German public discourse around this time, its appearance was

both highly circumscribed and conditioned on the effacement of others. The body,

understood in its most open and porous sense, was utterly absent. Thus while the

Bechers' grids undeniably participate in a form of cutting and exclusion, it is one

that reverses the very premise of cutting as it is generally practiced vis-à-vis

human figuration. Theirs is a form of editing that cuts not into discrete, individual

bodies—such bodies, we know, are conspicuously absent in their photographs—but

rather utilizes the interstice as a means of cutting through the visual field with the

corporeal.

There are consequences of industry and war to which only flesh can provide

witness. By denying this witness bodies can provide, and by doing so with such

a thoroughgoing consistency, the Bechers could appear to fall on that extreme end

of silence described by Sebald in his account of postwar German amnesia. Indeed,

the very conceptual and formal consistency with which the Bechers repeatedly

render bodies absent could even resemble a kind of traumatic compulsion. And yet,

as we also know, the impulse to repeat, even to restage the moment at which lack is

revealed, can be a generative one. In this way, it becomes necessary to ask how

absence might give way to presence in the Bechers’ configurations. For how is one

to accuse the Bechers of obscuring the problem of history’s missing bodies when it

was precisely the “missing-ness”of bodies that demanded expression in the first

place? That is, if so many of the absent bodies of the twentieth century were

fundamentally lost to the machinery of war, and if what demanded expression was

—in advance of any presence—the very facticity of their obliteration, how better to

represent such a thing than by seeking to give it a new form, a new body?

A space such as Auschwitz would have never come to be without a vast apparatus

for abstracting the human being, achieved by the Third Reich in its wide

implementation of practices ranging from eugenics to phrenology, which, as is often

the case with racialization, were at base visual discourses. Bodies were subjected to

21
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the final violence of the archive, entrusted to unforeseeable and potentially infinite

modes of display.  Where it is stretched along the expanse of a grid, how is the

body to resist? Challenging such an apparatus could only occur by cultivating the

body’s “form-giving fire,” or as Jacques Rancière would say: through the capacity of

bodies “for enunciation not previously identifiable within a given field of experience,

whose identification is thus part of the reconfiguration of the field of experience.”

But how are bodies to intervene in the conditions of their own absence? How to

stage a revolt on the part of bodies that have been irretrievably lost to history, after

the fact of the event? How, in the final analysis, is one to cut into discourse an

opening for bodies without cutting others out?

***

When Bernd Becher first began to document industrial architecture in the 1950s,

he did so by hand. He drew each structure in painstaking detail, capturing its image

as dispassionately as possible. This process proved too slow, however, for the

buildings were being demolished faster than he could draw them. In turning to the

medium of photography, Becher could accommodate his project to the pace of this

disappearance.

In Between Two Wars (Zwischen Zwei Kriegen, 1978), the German filmmaker Harun

Farocki assumes the position of a young photographer whose work bears a notable

resemblance to that of the Bechers. The photographer in Farocki’s film sets out to

document the blast furnaces that populated the German landscape in the interwar

period (1917-1933), and in a voiceover narration provides the following account of

his efforts:

I wanted to tell this story with machines which actually produced this story.

But I remember spending the summer of 1976 straining my eyes for some

traces of them, as one does in a place one knew as a child. Each time

I heard of a works that had been demolished it seemed a little more

impossible to tell this story. I need not be ashamed of this feeling. Things

disappear from sight before they’re understood.

In an intriguing parallel to Bernd Becher’s own account, Farocki here faces the

trouble not only of depicting the “vast organism” of industrial modernity, but of

documenting the disappearance of its equipment. A certain melancholy prevails

22
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Still from Harun Farocki, Between Two

Wars (Zwischen Zwei Kriegen), 1978.

Image courtesy of Harun Farocki GbR

throughout Farocki’s film, which is unsurprising given the suggestion in the above

passage of a continuity between these industrial spaces and a “place one knew as

a child.” There is an undeniable pathos to these machines as they face imminent

disappearance, for any disappearance is invariably attended by a sense of

belatedness—of being always too late to the scene. However, as Farocki

nevertheless remarks that one “need not be ashamed of this feeling,” for as he

insists, “Things disappear from sight before they’re understood”). In this way,

Farocki’s photographer comes to acknowledge that belatedness is a necessary

function of witness.

As Farocki speaks these words, we see him standing in

the foreground surveying the site of a blast furnace, his

hand shading his eyes from the obstructing rays of

sunlight. This shot is followed by a cut, on the other end

of which we see the man standing in the same spot and

with the same posture as the previous shot, with the

landscape now containing but a shell of the structure

seen earlier. Here Farocki gives expression to the shock of

disappearance by ways of a jump cut: a sequence of

images that by definition collapses time intervals into the

space between two images. Thus even as Farocki

composes these shots as a means of ostensibly casting

himself as the subject mise en place of this landscape,

the true bearer of this gaze turns out to be the

apparatus of production. Farocki defers to a mediating machine, embodied here in

the form of the sequence, to inscribe himself into the place of this disappearance.

By virtue of its status as sequence, the body (Farocki’s) that “persists” across these

shots is no longer legible as the subjective center of this event, but is rather (like the

demolished structure itself) wholly subject to the mechanical interval as time is

taken up by cinema. And yet, it is to the irrationality of the cut, to the violence of the

sequence that one must entrust oneself in furnishing witness to this disappearance.

Later in the film, the photographer will explain, “I’ve taken up photography. But one

photo isn’t enough, you need two photos of everything. Things are in motion so

much so that two pictures are needed to at least establish the direction they are

moving in.” A solitary photograph cannot attest to the sheer velocity and scope of
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industry, for as Farocki attests, heavy industry is like a “vast organism” spanning

multiple sites of production. How could a single photograph (and much less,

a drawing) ever account for such a being? The camera was designed to

accommodate human vision, but heavy industry is more than human: it exceeds the

body’s sensory capacities. How then is one to account for this organism, to enter its

discourse without taking leave of human ways of seeing, without taking leave of the

body?  The photographer adapts himself to the movement of heavy industry by

way of the editing table: that is, by way of the sequence. Entrusting oneself and

one’s perception to the machine is necessarily to risk one’s humanity. It is to entrust

life to the sequence. At the same time, it offers an otherwise impossible view into

the vast organism of industrial production itself, within which, like any space, life

may emerge. As the film progresses, the voice of Farocki’s photographer gradually

stands in for his bodily presence, as it does during a sequence of shots depicting the

interior of a working blast furnace. There, the body emerges yet again, though in

substituted form, cut through as the photographer’s descriptions are with a bodily

metaphor: “The machine looks like a giant finger, stretched out from a giant fist. It

runs on rails. The finger, a steel ram as thick as a man...”

II.

The Bechers use the term “typology” to describe the grid-like formations into which

they typically organize their individual photographs. Being morphological—derived

from the science of forms—the typology’s fundamental aim consists in the

identification, classification, and fixation of objects. In this regard it is a kind of

family, a collection of different objects that collapses (even while necessarily placing

on view) their many differences while emphasizing their formal resonances and

shared uses. As such, to photograph in view of a typology would be to enlist the

event of photographic capture in the expansion of the grid, for taking a picture of

something becomes practically coincident with its ingestion by a classificatory

apparatus.  Hilla Becher has commented at some length on this morphological

aspect of their work:

The approach begins with a description of the outer appearance of an

animal or a plant, everything that can be recognized on the outside, such

as size, color, and the relationship of the parts to the whole. Then the inner

organs are investigated, the structure or anatomy. Finally the
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developmental history and questions of function are looked into, including

the niche each species fills in its environment and in its own specific

biotope. If you transfer this method to other areas, it is possible to

investigate any kind of subject. You can say, for example, that a blast

furnace built in the last century that has been continually updated and

pipe systems added on has undergone stages just like an insect. In both

cases it is possible to follow the development historically and compare it

with similar or dissimilar forms.

Animated as it is by an impulse to classify, manage, and cut into bodies, the

typology’s fundamental achievement consists in subjecting virtually any form of life

or matter to the gaze of scientific analysis. The crucial point here is that before

something (or somebody) can be incorporated into such a schematic, it must be

rendered as “objectively” as possible so as to be isolated from its original context.

And it is here that the Bechers are most explicitly in dialogue with, and (I will argue)

ultimately working against, the photographers associated with the Neue

Sachlichkeit. This so-called movement toward a “New Objectivity”—Albert Renger-

Patzsch and August Sander being the best-known photographers associated with

this program—sought to depict everyday objects and people with an absolute

mater-of-factness; “clearly recorded, reproduced without any artistic

transformation.”  In technical terms, a photographer could achieve “objectivity” by

maximizing a picture’s sharpness, proximity, and depth as a means of isolating the

formal and material details of a given subject.  A subject thus isolated is ideally

poised for the archive, for maximum retrievability. August Sander’s monumental

social portrait People of the Twentieth Century, which classified its human subjects

in terms of class and profession,foregrounded the inherently morphological

aspirations of Neue Sachlichkeit visuality. Among Sander’s portraits, no individual

body is meant to be taken on its own, but always points outwards toward another

in its family. Hans-Christian Adam, in reference to Karl Blossfeldt’s botanical

photographs, aptly speaks to a way in which this mode of representation

necessarily deadens its subjects: “They do not smell, they have no colors, and they

give no hint of their tactile qualities. They are reduced to geometrical forms,

structures and gray tones, in other words to standardized types.”  Typologization

necessarily involves some element of mortification, for change and growth are

precisely what threatens its order. Where the typological is, the taxidermic is never
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Bernd and Hilla Becher, Water Towers,

2010. © Estate Bernd & Hilla Becher

far away.

The word “taxidermy” derives from the Greek taxis (arrangement) and derma (skin).

Taxis, as Bernhard Siegert notes, “refers to an order of things in which each and

every object is located in a fixed place where it can be found.”  For the ancient

Greek philosopher Xeonophon, who first conceptualized taxis as an “economy” of

retrievable objects, human beings exceed taxis because they are not things. “When

you are searching for a person,” Xenophon insisted, “you often fail to find him,

though he may be searching for you himself.”  For the human being, the

philosopher suggests, “no place of meeting has been fixed.”  While Xenophon’s

public would have surely found it heartening, taken into the present, this notion of

the fundamental non-fixity of human beings would have to come up against the

fact that modernity’s triumph, as Siegert points out, consists precisely in “the

invention of a taxis technique capable of also turning humans into retrievable

objects.”  The enabling technique for this was the lattice or grid, whose ontological

effect Siegert equates with “the modern concept of place and being-in-one’s-place

based on the media-theoretical distinction between data and addresses. In other

words, it presupposes the ability to write absence, that is, to deal equally efficiently

with both occupied and empty spaces.”  Modernity as a discourse of power aims

at the total colonization of space and the bodies that occupy it, and does so by

merging the two-dimensional space of the grid with the three-dimensional space of

bodies.

The grid is commonly understood as a disciplinary

form.  In this regard, it has a dual function, for just as

a grid provides the “discipline” for cutting into the world

and minimizing contingency, once it has mastered three-

dimensional space the grid itself becomes the regime.

And while the typology and the grid are not strictly

equivalent, they do share a language. As disciplinary

forms, both seek to “inscribe absence,” as Siegert puts it,

by collapsing difference onto a single plane. Both seek to

master a multiplicity of things by rendering them

locatable, retrievable, knowable. This retrievability of

objects becomes coextensive with the grid’s aspiration to

spatial mastery. For example, multiple ferns located in
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Bernd and Hilla Becher, Blast

Furnaces, 1970-1989. © Estate Bernd

& Hilla Becher

disparate spaces are brought into the place of the grid or typology—“over there”

and “elsewhere” are brought here. The grid, as Seigert remarks pithily, “is a medium

that operationalizes deixis.”  The Bechers’ forms are clearly legible along these

lines. But this legibility of their forms as disciplinary space is, I argue, intentional on

the Bechers’ part. That is, despite the taxidermic function that necessarily attends

any one of the Bechers’ typologies, the industrial structures almost invariably come

to life. Take the following Water Towers typology as an example. Any one of these

nine photographs confronts us with an overwhelming absence of bodies. And yet,

does such a statement not already carve out an initial path towards turning

absence into presence? Does it not manufacture a desire to look further into the

photograph—to step in, excavating each image for even the faintest trace of life or

hint of movement? A ladder, a worker’s garden, a fence: these already announce

bodies, whether by admitting or denying their entry. With each new finding, we

uncover a secret constellation of objects that both validates this work of detection

and threatens to wreck it. This bodying forth, as we will see, is not merely a function

of interpretation, but inheres within the very structure of the Bechers’ forms.

Take, for example, the seemingly insubstantial fact of the

bridges, walkways, ladders, and stairs that abound in

Blast Furnaces or Coal Bunkers. To focus on these

passages is to pursue bodies, tracking their movement

within and across the spaces separating each

photograph. Why, however, should we focus on these

objects, particularly when they are so often relegated to

the margins of the Bechers’ images? The Bechers place

their subjects almost perfectly at the center of the

photograph; each architectural structure is contained

within its frame like a precious artifact. But despite this

effort to contain these objects within the frame, it is impossible not to crop and cut

to some degree. Because each structure is embedded within a larger system, the

elements that tend to get cut off by the edges of the image are precisely those

bridges, walkways, ladders, stairs, and roads that provide passage between

architectural structures and photographic spaces alike. As Gilles Deleuze and Felix

Guattari might put it, these are “lines of flight,” or “asignifying ruptures” that work

“against the oversignifying breaks separating structures or cutting across a single
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Bernd and Hilla Becher, Coal Bunkers,

1974. © Estate Bernd & Hilla Becher

structure.”

By announcing the incompleteness of the frame, these

lines of flight thwart any attempt to view these individual

objects as hermetically contained and retrievable in full.

Moreover, because the Bechers’ photographs are almost

invariably seen with others in a typology rather than

alone, each photograph a priori announces itself as

fragment. These physical passages thus serve as lines of

flight from the individuating frame, and in so doing

thematize the relation of each photograph to the whole.

In this way, we might say that the architectural passage

works concomitantly with what I will designate here as

the choreographic function of the Bechers’ forms—their

staging of an imaginary and unfixable movement of

bodies: a movement that comes to preside over their

organizational framework as such. This choreographic function is especially

significant in light of the original intention of these passages to manage the

movement of workers in, around, and among individual structures. However, once

these spaces and the passages between them are repurposed within the Bechers’

framework, disciplinary space gives way to a kind of ceaseless, unresolved bodily

movement. Even if the bodies that originally traversed these spaces are nowhere to

be seen, the viewer is compelled to imagine and trace their movement as it is

displaced onto the Bechers’ grid.By projecting the image of invisible bodies moving

through space, the typology works to reveal and ultimately subvert the imposition

of the grid onto the space of work. Perhaps it is this kind of labor, this retroactive

subversion of disciplinary space, which once compelled Bernd Becher to remark

upon the importance of humor in the couple’s work: “Humor is a very important

factor for us, a certain subversiveness or recalcitrance of the people who have to

come to practical terms with instructions issued from farther up and then give free

reign to their fantasy.”

Here it is worth pausing in order to emphasize a crucial distinction between the

term typology—a term I have invoked, pace the artists themselves, in reference to

these forms—and the sequence, which first appeared in my discussion of Farocki’s

film. The impulse of the typology, understood as a kind of grid, can be aligned with
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Bernd and Hilla Becher, Winding

Towers, 1965-1996. © Estate Bernd &

Hilla Becher

Bernd and Hilla Becher, Blast

Furnaces, 1963-1995. © Estate Bernd

& Hilla Becher

a will to spatial mastery. As so many grids, the Bechers’

typologies to some degree imitate the very structures

they depict, for the space of capitalist production

operationalizes deixis for maximum efficiency. But

whereas the typology, as grid, aims at spatial mastery,

the sequence takes time, and by extension movement, as

its subject. Already, in the above analysis, we can begin

to see how both of these forms (the grid and the

sequence) are at work in the Bechers’ work. It could

therefore be said that the Bechers, in pitting the grid and

the sequence against one another, stage a tension between the taxidermic and the

choreographic. By suggesting an untraceable movement across photographs, the

Bechers’ forms betray an instability at the heart of the grid. And what is brought to

the foreground here, more than any sense of spatiotemporal unity or legibility, is the

body in its absolute porousness and openness.

Just as the Bechers’ framing and grouping strategies

suggest these spaces (both those depicted by the

photographs and those of the photographic

configurations) as being occupied and traversed by

bodies, so too do the industrial structures themselves

come to resemble so many bodies. Notice how the beams

supporting the frame of a winding tower appear as

gargantuan, dangling legs, or how the wheels framed

within the headgear look like eyes peering back through

the flatness. In one piece devoted to blast furnaces, we

are reminded more of bodily exchanges and couplings. The piping seems to

straddle the furnace body proper, or to be grasping it like some massive hand. At

the very least, it should be emphasized that this biomorphic animation is itself

a function of the sequential, choreographic function of the Bechers’ photographic

arrangements. In a given blast furnace typology, for instance, corporeality is evoked

not through the cooling ducts individually, but rather through the complex

arrangements of those structures across photographs, as if each image were but

one phase in a phantasmagoric sequence of grabbing, surrounding, mounting, and

coupling. The corporeality of these structures is therefore as much a function of
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Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre,

Boulevard du Temple, Paris, 1838.

Daguerreotype. Source: Trivium Art

History

sequencing as it is of how a given architectural type looks. At the level of the

individual photograph, the structures appear static and lifeless, but it is only at the

level of the sequence that each blast furnace comes to life, constituting itself as

a body precisely to the extent that it is cut in and by others.

In approaching a shoot, the Bechers’ aim is always to present their subject as

objectively as possible, and they do this by adhering to a number of strict codes

they have devised over the years to maximize formal consistency among their many

photographs.  For instance, the Bechers employ large format cameras and only

work under overcast skies as a means of minimizing extraneous details such as

clouds and shadows. As a result of this, exposure time tends to be quite long, taking

anywhere between ten seconds and a minute. And as Bernd Becher has pointed

out, it is this necessarily long exposure time—itself a function of the purported

objectivity of this representational mode—that “explains the absence of people in

our pictures.”  Thus whereas the typological function of their works recalls the

Neue Sachlichkeit photographers’ employment of scientific forms, the Bechers’ use

of large format photography hearkens back to early photographic technology:

namely, to the effects of long exposure in the genre of portraiture.

Here, we could recall Louis Daguerre’s well known 1839

photograph of the Boulevard du Temple in Paris.

Because early photographic technology required

a significant amount of time for light to expose the

image, anything moving within the frame would either

translate as a blurry mass or would be altogether

invisible. This is why the only body we see in Daguerre’s

image is that of the man receiving a shoe shine. This

well-known and seemingly innocuous fact about early

photographic technology would have actually had

important consequences for questions surrounding labor and its representation at

the time. How, in other words, to represent working bodies—ones that moved

incessantly, unable to afford a moment of repose—when stillness is the rule?

Perhaps appropriately, here it is not the working body so much as the body being-

worked-on that appears most prominently. Rather than a concrete form of labor

(i.e., shoe shining), what emerges as the subject of photography in this instance is its

abstraction. A man with newly-shined boots is the first human to be captured by
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Etienne-Jules Marey (Photographer:

Charles Fremont), Chronophotograph,

1894. Source: The Metropolitan

Museum of Art

a photograph, poised already, and in advance of convention, in the attire

appropriate to a “proper” photographic subject. The nascent medium of

photography could not yet capture the shoeshine nor his labor except as a blurry,

indistinct mass. While other bodies were certainly present on the Boulevard du

Temple when this photograph was taken, their effacement is but a secondary effect

of Daguerre’s picture. The crime at the center of this scene lies in the shoeshine

figure’s abstraction and absorption within the commodity. For this image, the shoe

shiner is eclipsed by the shoe (newly imbued with the “shine” of a proper fetish

object) and, by extension, the man bearing it. (In this sense, it is perhaps not

insignificant that both the photograph and the shiny shoe are both media that

traffic in light.) Is photography not seen in the clear light of day when one

acknowledges that, in its earliest moments, this medium forestalled the scientific

management of work by consigning the worker, in their bodily specificity and

concrete historicity, to a ghost world: there where the worker manifests as the very

image of latency, poised for disappearance into the commodity?

A similar and perhaps more poignant example of this

photographic abstraction laboring bodies comes nearly

half a century later, in one of Charles Fremont’s uses of

Etienne-Jules Marey’s chronophotographic method,

which captured on a fixed plate “all the successive poses

occurring during a complete cycle of the striking of

a hammer.”  Again, what is conspicuous here is not the

worker or even the work, but the hammer, the tool—that

little detachable appendage of industrial labor.  The

goal of photography in this instance is to give expression

to the tool as the central element of work. The movement of the hammer, seen in

a certain legible sequence, is the sequence that speaks work. The body is the

leftover stuff, the material that gets blurred out by this irrational march of time. Any

mutual extension, any hybridizing of human and machine (and attendant

decentering of the former) that could arise out of an encounter with a hammer is

now foreclosed in the primacy of the photographic apparatus, which abstracts the

human being altogether. With his chronophographic method, Marey sought to

render the body wholly reducible to the sequence, having sought, as Anson

Rabinbach notes, “to decipher the language of duration within the space of the
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body as well as to map the body in space.”  Even if Marey’s project is to be

understood as an exploration of the body's potentiality, the fact remains that it did

so through the framework of scientific management to fundamentally delimit the

body’s horizon. Different though they may be, in Marey’s chronophotographic

experiments and Eadweard Muybridge’s studies of locomotion the sequence is

contiguous with industrial modernity itself. Once there subsumed, the body is

infinitely divisible, fully available to any manner of fragmentation and display. The

Bechers’ work forces us into a renewed engagement with the historical implication

of photography in modernity’s regimentation of time and space. The instances

where a coal bunker appears in a given typology could appear analogous to the

individual articulations of the hammer and hand in Fremont's image. In both cases,

the paradigm of “work” is made legible through a process that either abstracts or

totally effaces the body and its labor. The rules to which the Bechers adhere in

letting the structures “speak for themselves” issue a host of prohibitions on the

body’s expression. It is this withdrawal, this absence of bodies that allows these

structures to manifest. In this way, the body is not only absent within each of the

Bechers’ frames but is the very absence inscribed in that interstitial space within

and across frames. This notion, even if it is not finally accurate, is one that must be

admitted in any analysis of these forms.

***

The photograph, as Thierry de Duve has suggested, tends to read either as

a picture or event: that is, “as natural evidence and live witness (picture) of

a vanished past, or as an abrupt artifact (event), a devilish device designed to

capture life but unable to convey it.”  While the snapshot “steals life”—aspiring to

represent natural movement while only producing a “petrified analogue of it”—the

time exposure “deals with an imaginary life that is autonomous, discontinuous, and

reversible, because this life has no location other than the surface of the

photograph.”  Photography thus stages a dialectic between the instant and the

event, and these two tendencies are both present at least to some extent in any

given photograph, for as de Duve attests, a photograph may be read “as if it were

instantaneous (a snapshot)” or “as if it were a time exposure.”  Notwithstanding

this mutability of the photograph’s spatial and temporal registers at the level of

reception, each of these tendencies speaks to photography’s commutationof life.
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Bernd and Hilla Becher, Framework

Houses, 2011. © Estate Bernd & Hilla

Becher

Whether it is read as snapshot or time exposure, every photograph appears only

where the human being has withdrawn. With de Duve, one could say that the body

disappears through these two modes of iteration at work within the Bechers’ forms.

At the same time, however, one must acknowledge that the body’s labor can never

be determined entirely by the way it is made present, absent, or generally

instrumentalized by a given visual regime. As we will see, the Bechers (re)animate

this labor precisely by staging a tension between the two forms through which

photography has historically inscribed the body as absence: the sequence and the

grid, aligned respectively with the snapshot and the time exposure.

Consider the 9-piece arrangement entitled Framework

houses. Each image shows one side of a single house,

and in a typical fashion, the Bechers photographed each

side to appear highly flat: as if it were snatched from

three-dimensional space and commuted to the two-

dimensional plane of the photograph. This is achieved in

large part by the extreme frontality of perspective, which

makes the structures almost appear as cut-outs.  And

yet it is precisely this pronounced flatness that solicits the

viewer’s body. For each image, by virtue of its indexicality,

insists that these houses are in fact objects in three-

dimensional space. What emerges is a tension between

the quality of these structures as façades and their

reality as three-dimensional objects in space.

Encountering each incomplete perspective becomes an occasion for perceiving it in

its totality. As Maurice Merleau-Ponty reminds us, both fragment and totality are

equally real in perception, for perception “is given as the infinite sum of an indefinite

series of perspectival views in each of which the object is given but in none of which

it is given exhaustively.”  Even as I recognize these as flat photographs depicting

incomplete views of the flat sides of buildings, I already perceive each in its totality.

In this sense, I feel compelled to lean sideways when encountering each image, as if

I could fill in the gaps in appearance—to touch, grasp, and perceive these structures

“in the flesh.” I thus gain access as a body by virtue of the same photographic

conventions that seek to prohibit my entry as such. It is therefore precisely because

the Bechers’ photographs suppress “subjective” qualities—and the resulting sense
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that these houses and spaces are façades, are flat, are dead—that I am compelled

to revise and revive these structures and the spaces they inhabit.As a mortification

of inhabited space, this pronounced flatness becomes, to tweak Roland Barthes’

famous construction, grounds for “flat Life.”

Just as flatness opens up into dimensionality, it gives rise to a sense of movement

and motion as well. Susanne Lange provides a telling description of the Bechers’

process in this regard:

Depending on the type of structure and the local conditions, [the Bechers]

produce sets of three, four, six, or eight different views of the same object.

When later arranging the sequence of a series, as if the individual shots

were linked to form a film, the motif remains tangible as a three-

dimensional body, even though it has been transposed into the two-

dimensional medium of photography. While three views capture the basic

coordinates of an object—the front (frontal), the side (in profile or frontally),

and a shot of one corner and two sides (perspective)—the maximum

number of eight angles results from systematically walking around an

object and recording it every 45 degrees.

Regardless of whether they take as few as three pictures of a given structure or as

many as eight, this sequential aspect of the Bechers’ practice betrays a sense of

movement and space latent withineach of their photographs. Put another way,

there is a choreographic dimension to the way the Bechers approach their

subjects.  Indeed, I want to argue that this is true on some level of the typological

form itself. Here, we might recall my characterization the typology fundamental

alignment to the grid. Because it collapses disparate objects, and by extension

disparate spaces into its place, the grid can be understood fundamentally as

a form of spatial mastery. And yet, as the Bechers employ the form, the typology

necessarily supports the misreading of each photograph contained therein as

depicting merely one perspective of a unitary structure figured throughout the grid.

A typology of houses, then, would seem to comprise multiple perspectives of the

same house, thereby suggesting a unitary, ideal “House” by collapsing its multiple

forms into a single group. By extension, the typology purports to collapse space as

well, since the viewer comes to experience a given typology at once as a “three-

dimensional body”—consisting of photographs taken of many sides/angles of the
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Bernd and Hilla Becher, Preparation

Plant, Harry E. Colliery Coal Breaker,

Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania, 1974. ©

Estate Bernd & Hilla Becher

same structure—and as a series of two-dimensional, flat, incomplete perspectives

of multiple structures. To clarify this point, let us examine one of the Bechers’ more

unusual pieces which, despite its exceptional character, illustrates a fundamental

way in which the grid and the sequence work against one another across their body

of work.

The piece in questiondepicts a single structure:

a preparation plant facility in Wilkes-Barre,

Pennsylvania. Following this typology as a sequence—

from top-to-bottom, left-to-right—once can perceive

a continuous movement tracing a circle around the

exterior of the plant. The final photograph on the bottom

right of this sequence feeds back into the first

photograph on the top left, and the loop begins again.

This movement at the level of sequence also suggests

a body circumambulating the plant in space: both at the

level of the space depicted by the photographs and that within which the

photographs are grouped. As sight fastens itself to this invisible, extra-

photographic body encircling the plant, the activity of the viewer in tracing the

relationships among photographs comes to resemble that of walking. But just as

this imaginary bodily movement acts as a means of suturing these pictures

together and the viewer within the sequence, it does not finally resolve the spaces

between them, nor does it fix the trajectory of this movement. For even as such

a reading relies upon the misapprehension of this work as sequence rather than

grid—of hodos rather than taxis—any final sense of stable, linear movement would

be subverted by the ineradicably typological function of the work. This body moving

through space, encircling, dancing around this structure cannot be fixed, for a grid

is inherently nonlinear. The sequence thus introduces movement into the grid, while

the grid introduces space into the sequence. What initially appears as a potentially

infinite circle around this figure of industrial modernity, like the ceaseless tick of

a workday clock, gives way to a movement in which perspective and bodily

orientation are rendered radically variable and open.  At last one would have to

acknowledge that it is not just a single body encircling this structure, but multiple

and variously positioned bodies.

While Preparation Plant is an exceptional case in the Bechers’ oeuvre, the tension it
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Bernd and Hilla Becher, Winding

Towers, 1966-1997. © Estate Bernd &

Hilla Becher

enacts between grid and sequence is by no means

unique to it. For instance, each structure in Winding

Towers was photographed to make it appear flat, as well

as to convey the sense that it is of the same type, and of

the same space, as others in the typology. This

contributes to the sense that each of these “incomplete”

perspectives amounts, finally, to a full, complete

perspective—a complete Tower irreducible to any one

structure. At the same time, however, this consolidating

tendency is subverted by the discontinuous way in which

each structure sits within and cuts through its frame.

That discontinuity enacts a tension between movement

and stasis across this piece, while the perspectival shifts

convey the sense of bodies moving and viewing from

various positions in space. Any morphological continuity at work here is thus set

against the sheer accumulation of perspectives, of the multiplicity of bodies and

bodily positions. And it is finally impossible to apprehend any of this without

projecting one’s own body onto the grid, without imagining many bodies moving

and sensing within and across the spaces of the photographs.

In another, slightly different Winding Towers typology, we find a similar interplay

between sequence and grid, the choreographic and the taxidermic, which again

emerges through the variation in perspective across photographs. In the top row,

each photograph figures its object in essentially the same manner. But this

continuity falters in the eighth photograph, where the angle appears to abruptly

shift. The sequence again shifts back at the eleventh frame, and shifts yet again on

the fourteenth frame, until continuity seems to give way to unresolved movement.

This stop-motion-like unfolding has several important effects. First, it rescues these

structures from the morphological premise of the typology in the first place. That is,

whereas the typology is most effective when its formal mechanisms are invisible—

that is, when attention is diverted from any sense of it as a sequence—then this

falters in the slippage between perspectives. This variability also has the important

effect of setting the structures themselves into motion. In this case, rather than

conveying the sense of a single body moving through space, this movement is

discursive and multidirectional from the outset. The space between images
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Bernd and Hilla Becher, Winding

Towers (Fördertürme), 2006. © Estate

Bernd & Hilla Becher

becomes a staging ground for movement on the part of the structures themselves,

as well as that of bodies moving among and around them. It is therefore not

enough to say that the biomorphic character of the industrial architecture acts as

a substitute in the Bechers’ work for the lost bodies of industry and the war, for

here the structures themselves spring into motion. They are reanimated, and in this

movement work against the instrumental logic underlying both sequence and grid.

The seemingly static quality of these structures, and the deadening, taxidermic

impulse of the typology itself, falter amid this movement, just as any sense of

continuous, hodological space is necessarily upset by the very accumulation of

perspectives and objects.

The Bechers call up the body as the limit-case of both

the sequence and the grid, invoking corporeality precisely

in order to cut into the deadening and dying world of

industrial capitalism with life, rather than the other way

around. Under National Socialism, the body of the worker

was made to conform to the shape of beautiful industry,

and subsumed by the logic of machinery. The worker

was, as Rabinbach attests, “an ornament of technically

preconceived and constructed environments…

subordinated to the tempo of machines.”  It is precisely

this kind of body that Bernd and Hilla Becher had to acknowledge in taking up the

subject of industrial modernity. Around the turn of the century, photography

became the handmaiden of the industrialist fantasy of a worker without fatigue,

and with assistance from the sequence and the grid would support modernity’s

project of compressing time and space.  This new space and time would be the

body’s very limits. By the time the Bechers began photographing, the last great era

of industrialization was a quickly fading memory, and the body discourse which

initially manifested in the scientific management of labor extended well into other

sectors of life. For the Bechers, it was not a question of placing the working and

workable body on display, but of coming to terms with the body’s unworkability.

Though it risks simplifying matters, the notion that industrial modernity was to

blame for the catastrophically absent bodies of the twentieth century—those of the

camps as well as the factories and plants—is an idea that I believe the Bechers felt

they had to address. Where else to seek out those absent bodies if not in that
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“abyss that opened up before us,” as Hannah Arendt phrased it?

In pitting the sequence against the grid, choreography against typology, the

Bechers’ forms work against photography’s many instrumentalizations of the body.

These bodies, these figures, cannot be cut in any one way, but emerge as it were in

the space between representational modes. Insofar as the Bechers’ project can be

understood as one of human figuration, it does so in order to preserve the body’s

horizon of meaning and appearance, its openness and potentiality. Rather than

subjecting bodies to the sheer violence of the grid or sequence, movement or stasis,

the body operates in the Bechers’ work as the measure of such categories. This is

their labor. They give photography back to bodies.
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